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Re: Wacom’s Cintiq goes mobile 

Staying on top of evolving trends in the creative community and responding to frequent 
requests from professional customers, Wacom extends the creative experience from the 
desktop to a mobile environment with the new Cintiq Companion line of creative tablets. 

The Cintiq Companion line, available in two models, enables creative professionals to work 
wherever they want. The Cintiq Companion runs Windows 8 and full versions of creative 
software and offers everything a customer would expect from Wacom’s Cintiq products. The 
Cintiq Companion Hybrid, on the other hand, is a traditional Cintiq when plugged into a Mac 
or PC, but when used as a mobile device, works as a stand-alone AndroidTM tablet with 
enough power to do light sketching and start creative processes with suitable apps. The new 
tablets were developed to bring unprecedented freedom to the creative workflow. They also 
ensure a distinct Cintiq experience even in mobile use, leveraging key elements of the Cintiq 
13HD and Cintiq 22HD touch, for example, full HD display with touch control and the Wacom 
Pro Pen with 2048 levels of pressure and tilt sensitivity. 

 
 
For more product information, please visit the following URL. 

http://cintiqcompanion.wacom.com 
 

 

 



● Price 
Cintiq Companion: 

• 8GB Memory／256GB SSD／Windows 8  

Wacom eStore Price：198,000 JPY（tax included） 

• 8GB Memory／512GB SSD／Windows 8 Pro  

Wacom eStore Price：248,000 JPY（tax included） 

 

Cintiq Companion Hybrid: 

• 16GB Memory／Battery Capacity：48.5 Wh 

Wacom eStore Price：158,000 JPY（tax included） 

• 32GB Memory／Battery Capacity：72.8 Wh 

Wacom eStore Price：168,000 JPY（tax included） 

 

Wacom releases also today the new product "Intuos Creative Stylus" which offers 

professional-grade performance to iPad users. This product is a pressure-sensitive digital pen for 

sketching, drawing and painting on an iPad.  
For more product information, please visit the following URL. 

http://intuoscreativestylus.wacom.com 
 

 Further development and effect on the financial forecast for new models  
The Cintiq Companion line will be available from Wacom eStore from end of September in Japan. 

Availability varies in regions. Wacom aims to sell 50,000 units worldwide within the 1st year after 

the product is launched.  

There will be no revision for the consolidated FY13 financial forecast as of April 30, 2013 by the 

new models’ shipments.  
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